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Introduction
A good number of candidates produced competent responses, demonstrating familiarity
with the topics and texts and good language awareness. There was evidence of ability
to apply this knowledge in order to transfer meaning, answer comprehension questions
succinctly and clearly, exercise critical interpretation and offer factually correct details
pertaining to their chosen topics and texts. However, despite evidence of excellent language
skills from a good cohort of candidates, there was a noticeable slip in the ability to exercise
critical literacy, in order to interpret content and provide precise, legible and well organised
responses.
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Question 1
Question 1 produced many appropriate and well-formulated responses to the question,
presenting the right amount of information and avoiding superfluous and irrelevant detail.
80% of the candidates achieved at least 10 marks out of 14.
As advised in the rubric, candidates ought to refrain from copying isolated phrases from the
text, without providing appropriate context. Also they should avoid manipulating structures
in order to provide answers which are not only factually correct but also syntactically
and grammatically appropriate in relation to the question asked. For example: Question
1(g) "Ποια είναι δύο από τα πράγματα που κάνουν διάφοροι, για να βοηθήσουν αυτά τα
παιδιά΄" cannot be answered by lifting the phrase, "να κοιμηθούν κάτω από μια στέγη" as it
is syntactically incorrect and yields ambiguity. Similarly, question 1 (j) "Πώς βοήθησαν άλλα
κράτη;" cannot be answered by lifting the phrase "με την άφιξη πολιτών από χώρες μέλη"
as it obscures meaning with regard to what exactly happened and where.
Most candidates answered questions 1a and 1b correctly, with some candidates incorrectly
identifying "London" as the place where the Day for Street Children is celebrated, rather
than "all over the world".
Questions 1c and 1d yielded a good number of full responses but many did not provide the
details that offer the evidence and justification and are necessary for a complete response.
Question 1e and 1g were the ones where lifting of whole sentences from the source
text was most noticeable. Good candidates answered these questions by manipulating
structures to provide accurate and clear responses. For example "καθαρίζουν τζάμια
αυτοκινήτων" was a clear and succinct response to 1e, whereas "τα βλέπουμε καθαρίζοντας
τζάμια" was both incorrect and ambiguous.
Questions 1f, 1h and 1i were answered well by most candidates. Question 1k yielded
some answers that interpreted the information in the text incorrectly and assumed that
the reason that volunteers from outside Greece were needed was because Greeks were
indifferent to the issue of refugee street children.
In general, it is advisable to practise composing correct and syntactically appropriate
answers to this section of the exam, by reading past papers.
This response gained 9 out of the 14 available marks. The candidate showed good
understanding of most of the material in the source text.
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Examiner Comments

In 1b “London” was the incorrect answer. The candidate also lost valuable marks
in 1c, as the answer did not refer to what several countries do to address this
issue, but to what people in Greece do. In addition, the answer in 1j did not
provide the specific detail that European citizens came to Greece to help as
volunteers.

Examiner Tip

Careful reading of the questions is essential before attempting to respond. In addition,
the candidate offered more or less the same answer to questions 1h and 1i. This must be
avoided, as the same detail cannot be the answer to two different questions.

This is a near perfect response that earned 13 out of 14 available marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate missed the one detail (διεθνής) that would have made 1a a full response.

Examiner Tip

Marks allocated reflect the number of details that need to be provided,
i.e. two marks for two details. This is also stated in the rubric that asks that
two details be provided.

8
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Question 2
A good number of candidates produced satisfactory translations which showed control of
meaning, command of vocabulary and structures as well as style. 87% of the candidates
scored at least 5 out of the 10 marks available.
Some candidates lacked the language skills in order to grasp more than the basic sense
of the passage. Other candidates, including those with otherwise excellent knowledge of
English and Greek, did not convey accurately the phrase "they do well" or translate the
words "medicine" and "community". A small number of candidates opted for summaries
of the source text, rather than translations, whereas others offered several translation
alternatives instead of keeping to one. Candidates are advised against both of these
practices.
A good number of candidates found the last sentence of the source text "make positive
contributions" challenging. The candidates who lacked the precise vocabulary to translate
this section, but attempted to construct a sense of the phrase by paraphrasing, showed that
they are in control of meaning and were rewarded with marks from the top boundaries of
the assessment criteria.
This is a very good response that earned full marks. The candidate demonstrated excellent
knowledge of the conventions and rules of Greek grammar and syntax. There may be
occasional spelling errors at the lower end and some awkward choice of vocabulary but the
meaning of the source text is communicated well and there is ample evidence of linguistic
achievement.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate’s response is distinguished by certain features that make
a good translation stand out. “Moved” was translated in the contextually
appropriate way as “έχουν μετακομίσει” instead of “μετακινήσανε”, which
may be a correct translation of “moved”, but not in this context. Despite the
awkwardness of “στα ιατρικά”, this is preferable to “τα φάρμακα”, which is
yet another translation that may be correct in a different context, but not
in this particular one.

Examiner Tip

It is important to reread the translation to ascertain whether it makes
sense in Greek. Very often an English verb may be translated in a certain
way as a transitive verb (move=μετακινώ) and in a different way as an
intransitive verb (move=μετακομίζω).

This translation scored 5 out of the 10 available marks. It contains many grammatical
errors and some wrong choice of vocabulary but the passage shοws a satisfactory level of
communication.

10
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Examiner Comments

The candidate is generally in control of meaning but skims over detail and often
omits vocabulary (communities) or mistranslates (λέσχες), which changes the
intended meaning of the source text.
There are spelling errors in high frequence words (“τη”, “επίδη”), and some serious
spelling errors of important grammatical inflections (“αφτόν”, πρότη”).
In the last paragraph, the omission of the verb “send” alters the meaning of the
whole sentence, as the translation miscommunicates the fact that it is not “their
children” who “maintain contact”, but “they”.
The last sentence allows some meaning to emerge, but it does not contain a lot
of rewardable material (“συνμορφοθούν”, “στην Αγκλία”, “συμμετοχές”).
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Examiner Tip

Grammatical accuracy is an important feature of a good translation. Candidates are advised
to practise spelling and familiarise themselves with the important suffixes of linguistic structures,
including verb endings and noun/adjective agreement.
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Question 3 (a)
Question 3a asked candidates to identify a political event of significance and explain their
choice of this event with specific examples that illustrate this importance.
Very few candidates chose to answer this question and those who did wrote satisfactory
accounts, with regard to knowledge of the period and its protagonists. Many essays
tilted heavily towards decriptive details, often neglecting to enumerate the reason(s) why
this particular event played a dominant part in the political developments of the period
1960-1974. Most candidates seemed to have adequate knowledge of what transpired in
the political scene, but there was not enough evidence of skills of analysis that enable a
candidate to carry out a critical interpretation of the content and compose a response that
shows knowledge, but also understanding of the question. A noticeable pattern emerged
when many candidates wrote overviews of the period, summing up many political events of
significance in a cursory manner, without observing the requirement that invited them to
select one event of significance.
A good response was distinguished by clearly expressed points regarding their chosen
political event and substantiated these points with examples that allowed this significance
to emerge and convince.
This response earned 16 out of the available 28 marks. This is an essay representative of an
approach that is distinguished by a hasty overview of a period, lack of effective and logical
organisation of facts and development of a weak supporting argument.
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Examiner Comments

This essay starts on a promising note but does not proceed in a orderly and clear manner,
in order to identify the sequence of events correctly and conclude with a thesis that makes
sense in the light of the information and analysis that has preceded it. There is an absence
of the landmark dates to situate the reader in the correct chronology and there are some
factual errors and vagueness with regard to the order of events (e.g. The coup which was
orchestrated by Ioannides happened after the Polytechnic uprising, whereas it is not clear
when and why Karamanlis was asked to return to Greece).

Examiner Tip

This essay contains superfluous knowledge that is not relevant to the question and
is not included in the period stipulated by the module on the History of Greece (1960-1974).
Details such as the ones concerning Greece joining the EU detract from the relevance of the
factual information and do not contribute to the closing argument.

This is a good response that earned 24 out of the available 28 marks. The candidate made
several relevant points in response to the question and substantiated the main thesis with
appropriate examples.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate adopts an individual but valid approach and identifies the significance
of the 1967 coup in terms of its symbolic value as an example of political turbulence
and instability in the country. It shies away from generalisations about social unrest
and documents purposefully the events that culminated to the 1967 military coup.

Examiner Tip

Pertinent details supported by a purposeful argument allow a reponse to gain marks
from the upper boundaries of the assessment criteria. It is important to exclude
information that does not contribute to the conclusion one wishes to make.

This is a very weak response that earned 9 out of the 28 available marks.
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Examiner Comments

There is very little factually correct or relevant information contained in this
response and the content is not easy to read as the sequence and the relationship
between events is hardly visible or established.

Examiner Tip

The introduction is a very important part of the essay as its sets the tone,
introduces the topic and allows the candidate to make the connection between
what they know and what the question asks. It is advisable to begin the essay
by acknowledging the question and one’s position in relation to what is being
stated or asked. This response begins in a way that does not make the connection
between the essay and the question clear at all.
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Question 3 (b)
Question 3b asked candidates to describe and comment on Greek economy and society
during the period studied. A very small number of candidates chose this question and the
majority of their responses did not address the topic in a satisfactory way.
A good response identified and commented on the distinguishing features of the decade in
terms of developments and changes in society and economy. These developments included
among others: the issue of emigration and domestic migration and the problems that a
previously farming population faced when they found themselves in the urban environment
of cities such as Athens and Thessaloniki; the economic dimensions of the Marshall plan; the
polarisation of Greek society on account of new class divisions; new attitudes to education
and the arts; changes in the urban living conditions.
This is a weak response that only earned 6 out of the available 28 marks. It is clear that all
the information contained in this essay relies on broad and unsupported generalisations,
bears no evidence of prior research and seems anecdotal.

22
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Examiner Comments

The essay is composed of platitudes that point to an idealised picture of Greece,
which is neither substantiated nor entirely true.
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Examiner Tip

A question that contains little correct, factual and relevant information about the
topic cannot earn marks from higher bands in the categories of organisation and
development and language.

This was the only response to this question that stood out to demonstrate knowledge of the
topic and understanding of the question.
This essay earned 22 out of the available 28 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate wrote a purposeful response that contained mostly factually correct
information and spanned several years within the period stipulated by the module.
Even though the candidate made several substantiated points in relation to the question,
the organisation of the material did not always contribute to the desired cohesion and the
absence of a conclusion lost the candidate valuable marks.

26
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Examiner Tip

A clearly identifiable conclusive remark is essential in order to gain marks
from the top two bands in organization and development.
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Question 4 (a)
Question 4a asked candidates to identify and comment on the various forms and stages
of the struggle for Enosis. This was a popular response and gave most candidates the
opportunity to demonstrate good knowledge of the history of Cyprus. There was some
preference to linger over the 1930 October events as the most representative period that
expressed the Cypriots people's desire to see the island united with Greece. Responses that
placed most of the emphasis on the October events described these with painstaking detail
and as a result there were serious omissions regarding other significant events, namely
the founding of EOKA, the EOKA activities and the various diplomatic efforts that sought
the unification of Cyprus with Greece. As is often the case with essays that invite critical
commentary on the material, there were several instances of description at the expense of
analysis and absence of conclusive remarks regarding the outcome of the efforts for Enosis.
A good response defined the term Enosis and focussed on the two forms that the struggle
for unification with Greece took. It addressed diplomatic efforts and formal requests to
the UN as well as the EOKA resistance movement. An evaluative statement regarding the
outcome of this movement and the feasibility of Enosis was necessary for a full response.
This essay earned only 9 marks out of 28. It contains very little relevant material and avoids
the questions.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate does not address the question and offers some superficial comments
about the general topic area, touching on aspects of the economy, society and education.
In addition to repetition and irrelevance there seems to be no logical sequence or cohesion
in the way the candidate displays information. The conclusion shows that the candidate is
confused about the topic and the question.

Examiner Tip

Some knowledge of the topic is essential for the candidate to enter this examination.
If this is not established, the candidate cannot earn marks for good language skills either.

This is a good response that earned 25 marks. The candidate demonstrated excellent
knowledge of the topic and effective skills in the organisation and development of the
material.
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Examiner Comments

The scope of the question is rather broad and a candidate has to exercise some
critical judgement with regard to what must be included, the extent of the detail
and the framing of the essay in a way that convinces the reader that the question
is fully understood. Because of word restrictions, this response took the very
appropriate step of defining the term Enossis, singling out important stages in
the struggle for Enossis, including the names of those who played an important
role, and concluding with a fully relevant, albeit a little too succinct statement.

Examiner Tip

This essay has a strong introduction that is both persuasive and informative.
It leaves no doubt that the candidate intends to address the question directly.
In addition to the statement of definition that situates the reader and shows that
the candidate understands the question and the material, the introduction states
the outcome and conclusion of the struggle, thus succeeding in making the main
point more convincing and clear.
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Question 4 (b)
Question 4b elicited a critical commentary on the clashes between the Colonial government
and the Cypriot people on the subject of education and culture. This question was not as
popular as 4a but the responses showed satisfactory knowledge of the issues that caused
conflict, regarding the Colonial power's policies. A good response identified and evaluated
educational and cultural practices and policies during English rule and addressed, among
others, the efforts to control and limit the existence of a Greek consciousness through
various laws, the impact of the type of leadership during "Palmerocracy"; the reaction of the
Church and the Cypriot people and the nature of the high tensions regarding education and
culture on an island that sought independence from Colonial Rule.
This is a poor response that earned only 9 out of 28 points. There is little correct or relevant
factual information about the question.
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Examiner Comments

The response shows some confusion regarding the degree to which the candidate
understands what is required by the question. There is some attempt to touch upon
issues of cultural identity and the role of education in the formation of a national
consciousness, but the facts are not there, there is substantial vagueness and because
the language skills are also limited very little meaning emerges.

Examiner Tip

Arguments need to be substantiated with evidence that includes factual details,
names, dates etc. Without identifying at least one fact in relation to the specific
question will restrict candidates to the lower assessment bands, between 1-4.

This is an excellent response that earned 26 out of 28 marks. The organisation of the
material is effective and clear. Factual information is relevant and well integrated into the
essay.
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Examiner Comments

The distinguishing features of this reponse is the excellent organisation of the material
and the development of the candidate’s thesis as a commentary that enhances the factual
information consistently and not just at the end, as a conclusive remark. The candidate
includes a final assessment of the topic by providing good substantiation of the argument
that the Colonial education ‘lending’ policies did not meet with success.

Examiner Tip

Information alone cannot earn a candidate marks from the higher bands of the
assessment criteria. Description must be linked to a point that it substantiates.
This response achieves this very well.
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Question 5 (a)
A very small number of candidates attempted this question. Those who did wrote rather
average responses that relied on generalisations about religious celebrations and gave little
evidence of research on the topic.

Question 5 (b)
Question 5b asked candidates to describe and comment on the role of farming (growing
crops and raising livestock) in the economic development of the area that they studied.
Few candidates chose this question. Some of those who did, wrote comprehensive detailed
responses that made good points. A small number wrote responses that were distinguished
by generalisations that would have fitted any country or area, as there was very little precise
and relevant information in response to the question.
This was a very good response that earned 24 marks. The candidate made several valid and
substantiated points in response to the question.
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Examiner Comments

A good introduction is the gateway into an essay and establishes the
purposefulness and independence of thought that the candidate may possess.
This essay provides a good introduction which states the thesis of the essay
without unnecessary preamble and generic overviews. It is relevant and gets
to the point with economy and precision.
The candidate tends to repeat some of the information and the essay leans
towards being more succinct than required, but it covers a good number of
pertinent information with incisive observations.

Examiner Tip

To qualify for marks from the higher bands, a response must provide several
relevant points, which are substantiated with examples and details that show
very good knowledge of the topic and understanding of the question.

This is an average response that earned only 13 points. It skirted around the topic with
generalities and did not provide substantiation and factual information precise to the
selected region. Not a single one out of the 13 prefectures of Macedonia is mentioned.
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Examiner Comments

Many of the details provided here are so general that they could apply to other
regions in Greece. There are sweeping statements that are not supported with
evidence and other than the mention of Macedonia, there are no place names
that can situate the reader in the topography of this region. The absence of such
detail is a flaw in this essay.

Examiner Tip

Arguments need to be substantiated with evidence, which, in this case, ought
to include data. Α geography response of this kind cannot be complete without
references to the names of regions in Macedonia (e.g. the Thessaloniki-Giannitsa
plain, the biggest in Greece is not mentioned) and the nature of people’s
farming habits.
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Question 6 (a)
Question 6a required candidates to describe the socio-political co-ordinates of the
young protagonists in the films studied and comment on the way these influenced their
development and decisions.
Many candidates chose this topic and wrote very good accounts of the ways various
political and socio-economic factors influenced the living conditions of the children, their
health, psychology as well as their relationships and their present and future happiness. It
has been a very positive and rewarding experience to witness the growing familiarisation
of candidates with the cinema module, the development of a film glossary and critical
awareness to carry out writing tasks that require interpretation and analysis of themes and
structural devices pertaining to films.
An obvious pattern prevalent in responses by some candidates concerned a preference for
narrative and the omission of the evaluation aspect in the question i.e. the way the various
factors influenced the characters in the films.
This is a very good response that earned 24 marks and made several good, substantiated
points in response to the question.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate demonstrated excellent knowledge of the films and was able
to interpret the significance of isolated instances and place them in the larger
framework that gives the social and political climate of the periods within which
the children grow up. A slightly weak conclusion and omissions regarding the
impact of some of these events which prevented the essay from being rewarded
with full marks.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should try to make the introduction a statement of intent to address
the question and the manner in which this will be achieved. If appropriate, list the
titles of the texts or films that will provide the material for your argument (as this
candidate does). Avoid using the same terms and generic statements for the conclusion
and the introduction, as this is repetitive and weakens the impact of the argument.

This response earned 17 marks. It demonstrated some knowledge of the topic and question
but was weak in terms of constructing a convincing argument out of the material available.
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Examiner Comments

This response claimed in its closing argument that the candidate illustrated the way
the socio-political conditions affected the protagonists but the essay did not paint a
convincing and well documented picture of the social and political climate of the periods.
It mostly focussed on isolated instances of conflict that were not as indicative as others
that were omitted. For example, the brief and awkwardly put together commentary on
the film “Πολίτικη κουζίνα”, whose premise is in fact the political and social climate of
a specific period in history, isolated an incident without assigning its significance to its
political framework, as an example of an escalating conflict and animosity between two
communities. The incident did not just stop Fanis from playing with a Turkish friend; it
was an example of the conditions that led to the whole family being uprooted from the
place they considered as their homeland. This affected Fanis more than a missed “play
date wth Mustafa”.

Examiner Tip

Factual information supporting the main argument needs to be carefully selected
for its impact and significance. It is not enough to make cursory statements drawn
from details that are basic. A more judicious selection process regarding the content
that serves the argument well is necessary for the candidate to progress from the 5-7
band to the higher tiers of assessment criteria.
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Question 6 (a)
This is a response that earned no marks as it contained no rewardable material.
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Examiner Comments

A worrying pattern emerged with essays on the cinema module in particular, which
showed that candidates were entered for this exam even though they had not studied
any of the prescribed films. Irrespective of good language skills, responses that
contain no rewardable material will gain no marks from the categories of organisation
and development and language.
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Question 6 (b)
Question 6b was the least popular in the cinema module as most candidates who chose
to study the topic of childhood as portrayed in Greek films opted for question 6a. This
may have had something to do with partial or insecure understanding of the concept of
‘humour’ and the role it plays in the films. Some candidates made some remarkably astute
observations in direct response to the question and the number of succesful reponses that
earned 20 marks and above was impressive.
A good response identified the presence of humour (verbal, situational) and commented on
its significance as a device that provides relief from the overtly dramatic tones of most films
or as a vehicle that exemplifies the innocent and often naive gaze of the chidren.
A very good response that earned 24 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This essay constitutes a very good response that tackles the issue in hand head on,
with purpose, certainly and with a lucid narrative as well as analysis. The organisation
of the material does justice to the content itself and there are no words wasted on
generic statements. The balance between narrative and analysis, knowledge and
understanding is mostly appropriate and clear with a slip in persuasive argument
and substantiation in the third commentary on “Δύσκολοι Αποχαιρετισμοί: ο μπαμπάς
μου”. An omission here and there, a somewhat generic introduction and a rather
hastily worded conclusion deprived this otherwise fully relevant and coherent response
from higher marks.

Examiner Tip

The candidate in this response adopts an organisational device that establishes clarity
and logical progression of ideas. Each paragraph starts with a point which is then
substantiated with relevant examples and includes only the type of detail that makes
the point more persuasive.

This is a response that contained no rewardable material. It earned no marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a response that ought to be avoided at all cost. There is no
evidence that the candidate was aware of the specification content and requirements.
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This is a response that earned only 16 marks, even though the candidate
made a promising start with a clear statement of purpose.
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Examiner Comments

The reponse makes a valiant attempt at pertinence but the material at the candidate’s
disposal does not serve the argument nor does it persuade the reader that there is
adequate close knowledge of the films to support the development of a thesis, as to
the role of humour. The essay spends longer than necessary on an introduction that
contains repetition and does not single out the scenes that are more representative
of humour in the films studied. There is an obscure reference to the way humour serves
as a tool that shows “the poet” how life used to be, whereas the details that refer to the
film “Ένα τραγούδι δε φτάνει” are not well integrated or conducive to making a relevant
point. The essay is longer than required and does not contain a conclusion.

Examiner Tip

Organise your response by writing a draft and keeping track of the required
word limit so that you do not “run out” of words and end up without a conclusion
that makes a clear and logical statement regarding your main thesis.
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Question 7 (a)
Question 7a invited candidates to describe and comment on examples of attitude to politics
and political figures that appear in Cavafy's poems. As is always the case, questions on
Cavafy attracted the most candidates and the majority of this year's candidates chose this
question.
Question 7a was handled well by many candidates who chose appropriate poems to discuss
the attitude to politics and political decisions by politicians, people in positions of authority
or ordinary people and to make pertinent remarks about why these individuals may deserve
one's admiration or not. There was a noticeable pattern among some candidates to rely
on descriptive details at the expense of critical interpretation of the material, in direct
engagement with the question asked.
More often than not there was evidence of good knowledge of the poems, which was
well integrated into the answers, with reasonably good attempts to link the information
into a coherent whole. Generally, there was an obvious preference for a set number of
poems, which fitted the argument well. A noticeable tendency to provide overtly descriptive
accounts and minimal interpretation was observed among weaker candidates.
There were varied and often contradictory assessments of various characters, notably King
Demetrius, who was either considered a villain or a hero, surprisingly for the same reasons.
This was a weak response that ony earned 7 marks. Limited knowledge of the topic was
demonstrated.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate addressed the question by discussing one poem in a very informal
register and omitted mentioning the names of the characters in the poem. The
information seems anecdotal rather than a product of close reading and research.

Examiner Tip

A full response to the poetry question must make valid points substantiated
by three poems and must show evidence of close reading and good knowledge
of the source texts.

This was an average response that earned 14 marks. Some knowledge of the poems is
demonstrated but there is over-reliance on summary description rather than analysis.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate composed a response that addressed the source material in a very
superficial way, in a very informal register that is not appropriate for this task and
with absence of detail and no evidence of development of an analytical argument.

Examiner Tip

Avoid making sweeping extrapolations out of material that does not support
the argument and phrase your views in a register that is appropriate to a written
response. Summing up what a poem is about in a way that echoes an oral exchange
is not an appropriate way to respond to an A level examination question.
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This is a good response that earned 21 marks and erred on the side of length that exceeded
the requirements of this task.
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Examiner Comments

This has the makings of an excellent response, with a model, albeit a little too long,
introduction that shows independent thinking and is a refreshing departure from the
pre-learnt and often irrelevant introductions about Cavafy’s poetic corpus. The candidate
develops valid and incisive points substantiated by appropriate examples, which could
have been less detailed in the interest of word limit requirements.

Examiner Tip

Essays that go beyond the prescribed word limit are considered
inconclusive and lose valuable marks from both categories, content
and organisation and development.
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Question 7 (b)
Question 7b asked candidates to comment on the way Cavafy's poems treat the theme of
poetic endeavour and the ways in which the lasting "value" of poetry is affirmed, especially
in relation to other transient values and characteristics, such as love, youth, beauty, glory
etc.
Candidates who chose this question approached the theme either very appropriately and
thoroughly with evidence of rigorous reading of the poems or superficially and rather
descriptively. The quality of responses varied from clearly expressed and largely relevant to
less than satisfactory: the latter contained material that either did not address directly the
question posed or consisted of a selection of poems which was not entirely appropriate, in
order to substantiate the points raised. Some misunderstood the question completely and
wrote about the celebration of life or values in Cavafy's oeuvre.
A good response included, among others, a discussion of the so called "poems of poetics"
(ποιήματα ποιητικής), which illustrate the superiority of the poetic endeavour vis-àvis ephemeral rewards such as love, glory, power etc and the role of poetry as medicine that
alleviates the pain of loss (loss of loved ones, loss of beauty).
This was a very good response that earned 25 marks. The factual information about the
text is correct, relevant and serves as excellent substantiation of the points made by the
candidate.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate makes satisfactory, albeit rather generic introductory and
conclusive statements but shows impressive analytical skills with regard to
the selection of appropriate sources that help illustrate the main argument.
The amount of detail is just right and the candidate uses a critical glossary
appropriate to the task.

Examiner Tip

Candidates should make sure a link is made to the introduction and conclusion
required by the question. Biographical data or pre-learnt, lengthy introductions
that do not show analytical or independent thinking should be avoided.

This response earned only 10 marks. Even though some knowledge of Cavafy's poems is
demonstrated the candidate does not address the question.
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Examiner Comments

This response is representative of an approach that consists of superficial
summaries of poems, almost anecdotal in the way they are conveyed, and
a treatment of the themes as empirical evidence from which we can draw
generalised, moral lessons about how to live our personal lives. It is often
the case that these responses ignore the question completely.

Examiner Tip

A satisfactory reponse must include material that engages with the
requirements of the question. Knowledge about the general topic area
cannot be rewarded with marks from assessment bands above 3-4.
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Question 8 (a)
Question 8a required a critical assessment of Ioannou's skills as a writer. Many candidates
chose this topic and in general they did very well.
Question 8a produced some very sophisticated responses by candidates who had obviously
been taught very well and illustrated the arguments with appropriate substantiation of the
qualities that characterise Ioannou's writing. There were also some responses that showed
limited understanding of the question and restricted their answers to summative narratives
about the plot and what happened to characters.
A good response included, among others, the following features: the impact of first
person, confessional or one-sided narration; the cyclical narrative and the way it affects the
enjoyment of the stories and influences our understanding; the overtly descriptive style; the
autobiographical tone; the non linear narrative etc.
This is an essay that earned 23 points and includes many of the features of a successful
response. The candidate adopts the effective device of defining an appropriate characteristic
of Ioannou's writing and substantiating it with an example from a story.
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Examiner Comments

This essay has the makings of a very good response but there is some imbalance
regarding the space and detail allocated to each story and the numerous smudges
and crossed out sections make the essay, not as well organised or easy to read as it
could have been. The knowledge of specialised terms to describe the features of
Ioannou’s writing is appropriate and impressive.
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Examiner Tip

Candidates should make sure a balanced approach is adopted towards the material, so that
all references to the three stories selected include a point supported by the right amount of detail.

This essay earned 18 marks. The candidates's response is tentative with an over-reliance on
narrative.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate attempts to address the question with a single point that
is substantiated with summaries of three short stories. There are serious
omissions that stop this response from receiving higher marks, despite
evidence of knowledge of Ioannou’s work.

Examiner Tip

A succesful approach to Section C consists of the adoption of the pattern
of making a point followed by an example that supports the point. Making
a point in response to the question should be integrated throughout the
essay and not just in the introduction or the conclusion.
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Question 8 (b)
Question 8b invited the candidates to discuss the ways in which the various characters in
the stories may achieve social integration or instead, experience social isolation. Most of the
candidates who studied Ioannou chose this question. The majority gained good marks but
there was also evidence of misunderstanding and arguing along the wrong lines.
A good response was distinguished by both a discussion of the ways in which the characters
fit in within their social environment or end up in the margins of what is socially acceptable
and a commentary of the factors that influence one's integration or rejection by society.
This is a very good response that earned 24 marks and made several relevant points in
response to the question.
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Examiner Comments

The essay is consistently purposeful and does not lose sight of the question,
throughout, from the introduction to the main part and to the conclusion.
The choice of stories is appropriate and there is a particularly incisive discussion
of Ευτυχούλα, the eponymous heroine of the short story who is described as
a sad figure, isolated and lonely, despite her privileged financial status.

Examiner Tip

Avoid generic and pre learnt introductions that contain platitudes and indicate the
purposefulness of your response by consistently linking your knowledge of the texts
to the question asked.

This response earned 17 marks. The examples cited are not consistently supported by a
valid argument that is also relevant to the question asked.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate relies on detailed and rather excessive description but does not
utilise knowledge of the stories to construct a relevant argument. It is left to the
reader to extrapolate a point, which is rather hastily stated in the conclusion and
is not backed up by a prior line of argument.

Examiner Tip

Candidates are advised to avoid reorganising the plot of the stories and only
use the details that serve your argument. Adjust the register of your narrative
to make it appropriate for an A level essay. An essay that lists summaries of
the plots without connecting arguments to compare different stories regarding
the treatment of a theme or a structural device weakens content, organisation
and development.
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Question 8 (b)
Section A: Yielded detailed responses that captured meaning, detail and nuance in a
generally satisfactory manner.
Section B: Transfer of meaning from English into Greek was handled well by a good number
of candidates, despite slips in orthography and occasional wrong choice of vocabulary.
Section C Topics and Texts: There was an obvious preference for the questions on
Cavafy, Ioannou and the film module. Very few candidates chose the Greek History and
the Geography modules and when they did, their responses varied with few candidates
achieving high marks, especially in response to question 5(b). Most candidates were in the
mid-mark range of the assessment scale.
Unfortunately, rubric violations were very frequent with many candidates, particularly from
centres overseas, exceeding the word limit by far.
In addition, a significant number of candidates ignored the requirement that the two
chosen responses in Section C should be clearly indicated and composed in different
sections of the answer booklet. It was a frequent occurrence to see that the response
composed was not in fact the one indicated. For example 3a was ticked but the response
was to 3b or two different responses, for example 3a and 4a, were written in the space
reserved for one response, for example the space for 3a. This resulted in delays and
challenges regarding marking on the online platform.
There was also a noticeable slip in some candidates’ ability to exercise critical interpretation
of content purposefully and accurately.
A large number of candidates did not compose in an organised manner, so that their
response was easy to read adopting the correct register for an essay and demonstrating
satisfactory knowledge and understanding of the conventions of the Greek writing system.
This year also, we would like to advise candidates to keep to the prescribed word limit
and structure their responses, so they avoid platitudes and descriptive overviews of the
topic and use more succinct and relevant arguments in direct response to the questions
asked.
In addition, candidates are advised to draft their responses and then transfer the draft
onto the question paper, rather than offer the draft as a final response. The drafts
seen contained words and whole paragraphs crossed out, barely legible additions in the
margins and arrows that indicated where to insert paragraphs which often existed on
different pages. As a result, the candidate's essay was difficult for the examiner to interpret.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
Sections A and B candidates:
•

avoid copying from the source text in question 1, without manipulating the language or
providing a context that fits the question syntactically and semantically

•

pay attention to the rules of orthography throughout their response and present a
legible answer that does not spill over the margins of the page

•

avoid leaving gaps in question 2, even if they are not in possession of the appropriate
word. Attempts to paraphrase show that candidates are in control of meaning.

Section C:

84

•

practise writing pertinent answers, which pay attention to rubric and discriminate
between what to include and what to exclude. Although knowledge of the topics
and text is required, a pertinent response must link this knowledge to the specific
requirements of the question. All-inclusive answers may earn the candidate some
marks, but unless the question is addressed, these will not merit marks from the top
tiers of the assessment criteria.

•

practise writing within the restrictions of the rubric. Answers which exceed the
recommended word limit are considered incomplete if they do not manage to make the
necessary points and substantiate them within the number of words prescribed by the
rubric.

•

in addition to paying attention to rubric stipulations, the presentation of the response
and the space where it is written also matter. Some candidates wrote responses to
questions in the space reserved for another question or inserted conclusive paragraphs
to their chosen first question at the end of the space allocated to their second chosen
question. It is advisable to pay attention to ticking the correct box that indicates the
correct chosen question and write in the space reserved for that particular question
with only d Greek characters (using the Greek υ and not the English “u”). Indicating the
position of the stress where needed is a required convention and candidates who do
not do so will be penalised in Section B and C.

•

observe the conventions of the Greek alphabet and writing system and not mix English
and Greek characters (using the Greek u and not the English u). Indicating the position of
the stress where needed is a required convention and knowledge of the rules governing
the stress stystem must be demonstrated throughout the paper.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on
this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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